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’Many Students Need Psychological Counseling’
By JIM ADAMS
More than 1200 SJS students- 11.9 per centare in
need of the psychological counseling services offered here.
according to Dr Bruce Ogilvie, assistant professor of
psychology.
He said that student problems cover the full range
of emotional disturbances, including depression, anxiety
and confused problems of sexuality, in addition to general instability.
"All students are unstable, but the degree of instability determines whether or not they need help, he added.
"One of the more significant problems is the inability
of the student to adjust when he is no longer under
parental control. This is one of the crises produced by
our over -mothered culture. There is so little chance for
the individual to develop emotional maturity, which can
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come only through experience, success and failure as an
independent human being."
He emphasized, "It seems that severance of the umbilical cord of the college student causes him to bleed to
death, psychologically speaking."
Dr Ogilvie agreed that college students are more susceptible to mental illness than non -college persons. "There
are more conflicts in pursuing a higher education, and
students comprehend more fully the inconsistency of
values in our society," he explained. "These inconsistencies arise from the fact that every person has his own
frame of reference which is in constant conflict with the
ideas and values of persons around him.
"Obtaining a degree is a far better measure of stability than of actual intelligence," he said.
Is this instability limited to freshmen students away

urn home lorthr first time?
"Definitely not." says the professor "The same proportion of mental disturbance is found in every grade
keel Howteer, there is a lower percentage among graduate students.’
Concerning the extent of emotional problems at SJS,
he said that this institution compares favorably with any
in the country. "Upper middle class conditions in Santa
Clara County, probably result in more pressure for sues tonal success," he added,
how does the SJS counseling center meet these pro-

conflicts of the student.- he said. "Our aim is self-understanding. Only through this earl the student deal intelligently with his probken.
"Counseling center actiities here include group and
individual therapy and %ocational counseling of a more
complex nature," Dr. Ogilvie added.
"There is usually a sizable waiting list for counseling," he said, "but the staff tries to serse each student
as soon as possible."
Dr. Ogilsie received his PhD degree from the Unl.ersity of London in 1a54, taught at the Unisersity of
San Francisco and San ?renews, State, and then came
here.
At present he teaches two psychology courses and
Is a counselor in the center.

According to Dr. Ogilvie, the venter, established by
the present administration, is the only one of its kind
in the entire state system.
Its objectives are to meet emotional needs and inner
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Director
To Speak
At Camp

Writers of "Tantalus," are shown reviewing the musical swore
composed by Jim Baldwin, at piano. Pat Garvey, idirdent-director
of the production, Is seated at left. Phil! Upton leans on the piano.
photo by Rob Kant h

Places Everybody, It’s
Rev.elrie§..,Rebearsals
"I was in the Navy and Pat
was in the Aieforce, so naturally
we wrote about the Marines,"
quipped Phill Upton, co-author of
Spartan Revelries musical comedy
"Tamaloo."
The characters depicted in the
show to play in Morris Dailey
Auditorium May 2, 3, 8, 9 and 10.
are based on actual personalities
encountered by the authors in service life. The setting, however, is
strictly hypothetical and allows
plenty of room for imagination.
according to the writers.
Natives of the island are currently blondes, redheads and brunettes and the exotic "undefined"
setting will allow them to remain
that way for performances. "We
are not making strict limitations,"
If some of the original tunes
written by Jim Baldwin sound
vaguely familiar to the audience
on opening night, it may be due
to Jim’s playing them In the Student Union. Unknown to students,
the music has been played openly.

Play Contest
Open to All
SJS Students
All SJS students are eligible
to enter the second annual
Children’s Theatre Playwriting
Contest sponsored by Speech
and Drama Department, according to John Kerr, associate professor of drama, and contest
chairman.
Professor Kerr has said that
the purpose of the annual competition is to encourage students
to write quality plays which are
suitable for presentation to child
audiences by adult actors.
Submitted plays may be either
original or adaptations from
non -dramatic material. A $50
prize will go to the first place
winner in the contest.
The winning play will be performed by the Speech and Drama Department. Each time the
play is presented. royalities will
be paid to the author
Contest rules state that play
lengths must run between one
hour and one hour and 20 minutes. Final date for manuscript
entry is March 30 at 5 p.m.
Manuscript s should be submit ted
In S100.

smiled Pat Garvey, student director.
Although casting was completed
last week, two male parts are now
open due to last minute schedule
conflicts. Anyone interested may
contact Garvey at rehearsals
which begin Monday in Morris
Dailey Auditorium.
Feelings about the show are
"better than optimistic" at this
stage, and members of the cast
have been seen rehearsing before
the ink was completely dry

E. Finley Carter, director of
Stanford Research Institute, has
been named closing speaker for
Spartacamp, which will be held
March 8 and 9 at Asilomar, according to Dick Robinson, director
of the annual leadership training
camp. Dr. Carter has not yet selected a subject for his speech.
Robinson feels that this year’s
camp will be of lasting value to
all who attend. He stated that the
committee has planned a program
in series form. Each part builds
on the preceeding one. The object
is to send the student away with
"more of an awareness of the importance and meaning of leadership," Robinson said.
The met hod of presentaiion
which will be used this year is
completely different from that
used at previous camps, he ex Anyone who has bought a place
at Spartacamp from someone else
is requested to contact Bob Foy at
CY 5-9993, Robinson said. This
will aid the committee in making
room assignments and speed registration at camp.
There will be an important
meeting of all counselors Sunday
at 7 p.m. at the Kappa Alpha
Theta house. The 40 counselors
have been meeting once a week
since the end of last semester for
training sessions.
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SJS Senior Dies of Blood Clot
At Mother’s Santa Clara Home
By BILL PHILLIPS
and CHARLENE SHATTUCK
The body of Albert A. Travi
last semester was viceJr,,h
president of Sigma Alpha Epsilon
fraternity, was found yesterday
afternoon at the home of his
mother, 3845 Bennett Ave., Santa
Clara. He was 24.
County Deputy Coroner Don
Bouchette last night said death
was due to a "pulmanary smese
lism, a blood clot that attacks the
breathing system."

A business administration major, Travi, a senior, only two
weeks ago underwent an operation for a tumor in the lower
%phial region in a San Jose hospital, Rouchette said.
l Since the operation, he has been
recuperating in the horn,’of his
Imother, Genevieve.
I Yesterday. at about 3:15, Travi
stepped into the bathroom to
shave. Although the operation was
i Feb. 17, the man apparently felt
I strong enough to get up and walk

if (.1?1(1
While ’,busing. be reliatifted to
the floor and was later rushed
to O’Connor Hospital. where he
was dead on arrival.
Fellow students at the SAE
house said Travi had transferred
to SJS two years ago (ruin Math)
Junior College.
He was pledged to the fraternity in tall 1956. John Murray.
SAE president, last night said
the man was "very active in school
affairs.

-Naturally VI f are ver) deeply
shocked. Ile was a wonderful
guy and a tremendous brother.
tie did a great deal for the
house,
"Travi participated in many
school activites and was well liked
throughout the campus." Murray
said.
ne would have been graduated
next February, a fraternity brother
reported.
Funeral services will be held in
San Francisco.

U.C. Scientist ’Urge’ Killer Attorney Driver Class
To Talk Here r
To Be Offered
On Cold war Expects Insanity Plea Free At SJS

Dr. Edward Teller,, known as
"the father of the H-bomb." will
speak at SJS March 5 at 8 p.m. in
Morris Dailey Auditorium. His toplc will be "Science and the Cold
War" and is open to the public.
Dr. Teller’s campus visit has been
arranged by three horigrary scholarship societies, Phi Kappa Phi,
Sigma Xi and Phi Beta Kappa
Club, and the college lecture committee.
Dr. Teller will be introduced
by Dr. Theodore Verhaaren, professor of modern languages and
president of the SJS chapter of
Phi Kappa Phi.
Compiled from United Press
Dr. Teller’s past role as a sciWhile Britain makes plans for a summit conference, U.S. Secre- entist has included important contary of Agriculture Ezra Benson says his farm policies are "sound tributions in the fields of chemiand fair," and Gov. Goodwin J. Knight promises to call a special cal, molecular and nuclear physics
and to the quantum thory. In relegislative session on education.
cent years he has attracted attens.
tion for his part in the practical
Britain expects the projected East-West summit conference to be
held in July in Geneva, Switzerland, authoritative sources said yesterday. Britain envisions a four-power meeting at the summit to include the United States, Britain, France and the Soviet Union.

world wire

But, the sources said, a larger number of participants is not
excluded, if Russia insists on "parity" with the West.

SAN JOSE (UP)The attorney
for William Wallace Cordry III
said yesterday he expected to en , ter an insanity plea in the court
defense of the 19 -year -old -urge" i
slayer of a pretty blonde teenager.
Cordry, a Stanford sophomore
and model of a clean-cut American
youth, "guessed" the reason he
shot and killed 17 -year -old Deena
Bonn with a .22 rifle was "sexual." He had known her only casually.
"I just had to shoot some girl
and then rape her," he said. "But
I didn’t rape Deena. I couldn’t."
Alan A. Lindsay, Oakland attorney hired by Cordry’s wealthy father, said he "probably" would
plead the young tennis star "not
guilty and not guilty by reason of
insanity’
The shooting took place 1.111C-day night shortly after 10 o’clock in a remote part of the
Stanford campus. Young Cordry
bought the rifle, then spent the
whole day looking for some wo-

manany womanto kill and
rape.
Late that night, he settled on
Deena, the girl across the street.
A popular senior and an honor
student at Cubberly High School,
she had the reputation of being
a nice and helpful girl.’
When young Cordry asked her
to drive him to the railroad station in his car and then to his
home, she said she’d be glad to.
But first Coedry asked her to
drive to the ROT(’ armory beeiLIWWhe saldhe had to return the rifle. At the armory,
Cordry picked up the rifle and
fired the fatal shot at her head.
Then Cordry drove to the Palo
Alto police station and calmly informed officers he had shot and
killed the girl.
"We intend to have him examined by psychiatrists, of course,
hut we do not believe the facts
support any type of insanity de defense

ROTC Rifle Team

New Contest Represents SJS
or Women
Underway

secretary of Agriculture Ezra Taft Benson, under pressure from
Republican congressmen to resign. said yesterday he does not consider
himself or the Administration’s farm program a political liability.
Ile told a news conference that GOP congressmen who support his
farm program and policies in the forthcoming elections will win
"Because they are sound and fair policies."
Goy. Goodwin J. Knight promised yesterday he will issue a "very
broad call" for a special session of the Legislature next week to consider education problems.
The governor told a news conference the call would be broad
enough to include consideration of proposals for a new $100 million
bond issue to finance school construction.
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DR. EDWARD TELLER
... to speak here

He said it also will include such education issues ns elementary
and high school district consolidation, financing of junior colleges application of thermonuclear prinand increased stress in high schools on science, mathematics, spelling ciples in the development of therand history courses.
monuclear weapons, specifically
the hydrogen bomb.
Unlike some of hitt colleagues,
Dr. Leroy A. Bromley, professor of chemical engineering at the
University of California. has proposed a revolutionary new theory however, Dr. Teller does not befor eonverting salt water to fresh on a wale large enough to he eco- lieve the tests of nuclear weapons
are endangering the lives of presnomically feasible.
Bromley stated that it might take six years to develop the idea ent or future residents of the
since there are many technical problems still to be solved before a earth.
In 1942 he went ta work on the
commercially practical process can be perfected.
Manhattan Project, which developed the first atomic bomb. After
Trouble came double to Mrs. Joan Davis. 21, of South San Franthe war, he taught at the Univercisco. She and het young sons were injured when their auto was
sity of Chicago until 1952, when
clipped by another on the Bayshore Highway Wednesday. Then the
he came to the University of Calambulance taking them to a hospital was in a collision.
ifornia. Since 1953. he has been
A police car finally got the family to the hospital where all were professor cf physics at the Univerreleased except six -month -old Jimmy Davis who was held overnight sity and associate director of the
for observation.
Radiation Laboratory.

Pernik 11. Hararian. assistant
professor of industrial arts, said
yesterday that a driver’s training
program will be offered as a free
service to all students. A general
meeting for all trainees will be
held on Wednesday and Thursday
at 2.30 p.m in I.A. 111.
Applications are available in I.A.
100, and interested students must
register for the program before
Tuesday.
Hazarian, head of the program.
said that facilities will be available to handle between. 50 and 80
students, but all are welcome. The
trainees will meet on their own
time about twice a week.
Students are not required to attend both the Wednesday and
Thursday meetings, but at least
one. The program will be outlined
at both meetings. Students who
cannot attend either meeting
should contact Hazarian or the
Industrial Arts Department before
the Tuesday deadline.
Hazarian’s office hours are 2
to 3 p.m. every day of the week
but Thursday. His office is Weted in Building W.
There are 24 instructors who
will work with the students in
pairs. "The only condition," Ilazarian said, "is that the students
obtain learner’s permits."
Two cars will be on hand for
training purposes. At the end of
the program, students will be given the state driver’s test to qualify for licenses.

;:an Jose State ROTC perFsonnet are in El Paso. Texas, today, participating in the Ninth
Annual Southwestern Invitational
Smallbore Rifle Meet which opened yesterday.
Competition will he completed
By ARLENE PHILLIPS
tomorrov: at Texas Western Col what a lege, the meet site.
"Beauty contests
farce!"
Representing SJS are Gary Con This is what many people sas’ nor, Rudy Cordova, Jess Kennedy,
about beauty contests and usually ’John Koski, Warren Leenerts and
they follow up this statement with Thomas Robinson
et, pervisor of the local group
some remark about beauty being
only skin deep and about brains-. in El Paso is M Sgt. Lawrence
’’’’’
not beauty counting in the long Cunningham, Instructor, in milirun. The fact that the people mak- tary science and tactics,
ing these remarks are the kind
The rifle team enplaned at Da that seem to have all of their milton Air Force Base WednesBefore you
beauty covered by much ugly skin, day. traveling aboard a C-123 milof course, isn’t what makes them itary transport. The squad is exbuy another
feel so strongly against beauty pected to return Sunday.
pair of pants
contests!
be sure you
Now, don’t get this reporter
see the new
wrong! I like ugly people I have
Roos BUFFS!
to I’m one myself. That’s why all
Total of il1100 In rash and
my ugly friends and I were so checks disappeared from a rash
(They’re the
happy to hear about a new type bins In the room of Alpha Tau
newest thing
contest that’s coming up.
Omega treasurer Nev Griffin.
on two legs!)
It’s called the "Miss Correct
r! S. 11th Street, Wednesday
Posture Contest," which is being ’ night, pollee reported this 1111.411 88.95
sponsored by the California Chir- JIM. Griffin told twine.- the
opractic Assn. in observance of money and checks from rent
Correct Posture Week.
and dues collections for the tnGirls who are interested and’ ternit
disappear -d while he
SOW,
who have the following cptalifica- was out of the room for a V4 hile.
Etr.t or Santa (*law
COIlt inued on Page 61
l*rs:::-:

MONEY TAKEN

Friday, February 29, 1958
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NEVE CENTERS
On Its Way
-d in, Gov.
After being ri..
Goodwin J. Knight earlier this
month, SJS’ proposed 1958-59
operating cost and capital outlay budget has passed both the
Assembly Ways and Means and
the Senate Finance subcommittees with only one minor reduction.
"We do not know," Executive
Dean C7. Grant Burton said yesterday, "how soon the full committees will meet, but hope
they will accept the recommendations of the subeommit:
tees. We don’t anticipate any
particular problems’
The $8,476.309 operating costs
budget, representing a 14.1 per
cent increase over last year’s
$7.431.515 and a new high for
the college, came out of the
subcommittees in mid -February
intrimmed.
The capital outlay budget
emerged from the Assembly
Way ands Means subcommittee
last Saturday a it h only a
$8700 reduction.
As approved by the subcommittees, the capital outlay budget totals 513.119.540 It covers
17 different constructions, alteration, equipment and site clearance and planning items.

Green Light’

1

The engineers are waiting
with crossed fingers.
The proposal to give SJS the
go-sign on its attempt to seek
Engineering Council of Professional Development accreditation is still in the committee
stage.
Dr. George Sullivan. former
dean of the University of Santa
THE BIGGEST RECORD
STARS OF 1958
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JERRY LEE LEWIS
"Great Balls of Fire"

ROY HAMILTON
"Don’t Let Go"

BOBBY HELMS
My Special Angel"

THE FOUR PREPS
"26 Miles

BILL JUSTIS and his band
"Raunchy"

JIMMY MADDEN
Tongue Tied"
.

/to 5.

The SILHOUETTES

Clara Engineering School, has
made his report to the joint
VC -Education Department liaison committee. The results of
this report should be released
next month.
Pres. John T. Wahlquist and
Engineering Head Norman 0.
Gunderson plan to join Assemblyman Bruce Allen tR-Los
Gatos I when he proposes a provision in the 1958-59 budget for
funds for the creation of an
SJS graduate engineering program before the State Board
of Education in Arita Rosa.
March 7.
The fate of the two prcexvials
depends mainly on how the
state legislature reacts to the
UC request to establish graduate centers in engineering in
northern Santa Clara County,
according to Dr. William J.
Dusel, college \ ice president.

CIVIC AUDITORIUM
Monday, Mrch 3 800 P.M.
Prices:
3.25 2.25-2.25

A FORTNIGHTLY REVIEW OF CAMPUS EVENTS
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Through the Years
What was the most time and
thought consuming AND frustrating thing that has happened
to you since the semester
started?
Probably it was just that.
Starting the semester. Registration occupied many a Mind Feb.
10 and 11.
Technically, this year’s registration procedure was different:
student - wise, little seemed
changed.
A decade ago, the scene was
the same. Prospective collegians
emblazoned their names for posterity on numerous cards and
frantically searched through
class schedules that looked familiarly like the present vintage.
In 1948, students lined up in
the quad to pour through the
Reserve Book Room on two
separate days, according to their
last initial, and signed roll sheets
before professors seated at long
tables in crowded gyms.
More Students. Most noticeable change has been in the
number of students who periodically subscribe to membership
in this institution. Enrollment
has almost doubled in the past
10 years.
Several attempts were made
to keep the student body within
range of the facilities available.
A thousand applicants were
turned away in 1948. In 1954.
the number of units a lower division student could take was
limited to 1.3’2 and upper division students were restricted to
16 credits. Raising entrance requirements from 5 to 8 recommended units completed in the
last three years of high school
was tried also.
State Atty, Gen. Edmund G.
(Pat) Brown, however, declared
In 1955 that individual state colleges could not change requirements or restrict enrollment unless such changes were authorized by the State Department of
Education.
Increased budget appropria-

enables state colleges to place
an official stamp of approval on
student living quarters.
A seven -point program was
adopted unanimously by the
householders. They agreed to
abide by student conduct rules
set by the college and to sign
a contract with the student
which more or less assured the
collegian of a place to live during the duration of the compact.
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tions since then have enabled
the college to meet. at least partially, the demands of a growing
student body.
Another innovation was the
semester system installed September, 1955. Students now
register less frequently.
Automation. Regarding technical aspects, IBM is here. Students pass through the Reserve
Book Room on their way to pick
up registration packets in the
new Library. Last year, they
didn’t sign roll sheets but were
handed class cards on registration day. This semester, the
Cards were distributed during
the first meeting of each class.
Whereas previously enrollees
turned in the complete set of
cards when leaving the Men’s
Gym. Friday and Monday saw
Morris Dailey Auditorium lined
with packet -returners. This way,
a student is not enrolled officially until he has attended
classes almost two weeks.
Also new this semester was
the pm -registration of senior
and graduate students in order
that classes crucial to graduation or credentials would not be
closed to them.
All this article aims to say
Is registration’s here to stay.

No Place Like..
A man’s home IS his castle."
Castle or not, some sort of
housing is needed for every
SJS student.
And housing will be needed
for many a year.
On Jan. 22, 1950, the San Jose
Mercury reported that "unsatisfactory housing conditions at
San Jose State, Fresno State
and San Diego State Colleges

have been called to the attention of the State Department of
Education by the colleges concerned."
The report stated that college officials urged construction
of dormitories. It pointed out
that a state law passed in 1947
appropriated $6 million for this
purpose.
Too Much. One-third of construction costs, however, had
to be met by bonds sold to the
community -at -large. This
proved difficult because the
state as such did not back the
bonds.
A survey taken at that time
revealed that many women students, except residents of the
area, deferred attending San
Diego and Fresno State Colleges. For some unexplained
reason, this problem never occurred at SJS.
Not only has there been a
shortage of housing for all, but
discrimination against ethnic
minorities has occasioned Pres.
John T. Wahlquist to state that
college housing lists would include not
indicating
abodes offered on a non-discriminatory basis.
Last year Dr.’ Stanley C.
Benz, dejn of students, asked
that the public cooperate by
notifying the college of any
available rental facilities because of the critical scarcity
of housing for students and faculty.
Latest development in the
fight for a better place to hang
your hat was Monday’s meeting
of householders and college per
sonnel to establish criteria for
official approval of student accommodations.
At present, the college recommends women’s domiciles oilly.
In the past, it has not approved
housing, hut a recent state law

The first two week§ of the
Spring ’58 semester have been
anything but dull in the field of
student activities at San Jose
State.
At the first Student Council
meeting, on Feb. 19, the Athletic Department, in the persons of Bill liebbard, director
of athletics, and Glenn S.
I Tiny) Hartranft, head of Men’s
PE Department, appeared to
make a ’request of $10,000 to
carry spring sports through the
remainder of the fiscal year.
It was proposed that the request be granted from the ASH
General Fund. Hubbard stated
that $30,000 is actually needed,
but that the newly formed
Spartan Foundation, headed by
San Jose contractor Dan Caputo, has pledged at least $20,000 which it has assured can be
raised through its coming fund
raising drive.
Expensive Operating. The request was tabled for one week.
At this week’s council meeting
it was decided to grant $5000
now, with provision that the
other $5000, or as much as
possible, be granted by March
15. By that time spring registration receipts will be counted.

go in the red on operating expenses.
Other classes are granted
$200 at the beginning of the
semester, but this has been
withheld from the senior clams
in the past. However, with the
decrease in reavenue from senior dues, Siebes stated that he
felt his class was entitled to
the $200. He made an additional request of $150, which the
budget showed was necessary
for operating expenses.
Payment Deferred. This request also was tabled, as was
one from the Alumni Assn, for
a loan of $1500. The council
felt that it would have to give
close consideration to all monetary requests or it might completely exhaust the general fund
before the semester even got
well started.
Both requests came up again
at this week’s council meeting.
The Senior Class received a
$200 appropriation, with a possibility of more late r. The
Alumni Assn, request was
tabled again, as it has sold
stocks which the Board of Control had recommended using as
security if the loan were granted.
Major class news of the first
two weeks was election of a
new president by the Freshman
Class, as its former president,
Marsh Ward, was declared ineligible. Roger Rearick was
chosen to fill the spot and Connie Evans moved into the office of vice president.

Beware of Greeks
When San Jose State asked
for a souvenir from the ancient
city of Sparta, last year. Sparta
was very happy to oblige with
a replica of a Spartan shield,
which is now in the activities
office.
Very nice city. But, wait. Fade
in on this scene. Sparta recently
informed Don Ryan, ASB president, that it thinks it would be
nice if San Jose State, just to
show its appreciation, mind you,
took up a collection and donated
$50,000 to the city.

Also at the first council
meeting the Senior Class presented a request for $350 for
operating expenses. Previous
senior classes have had a guaranteed income, as it was assumed the class had the right
to require payment of senior
dues. However, due to a recent
ruling by State Attorney General Edmund G. (Pat) Brown,
seniors are not required to pay
dues. Therefore the present
senior class is the first to attempt to plan traditional senior activities with no assured
income.
Jerry Siebes, class president,
handed out copies of the class’s
budget which showed that all
spring events planned by the
class will pay for themselves,
but with very little profit.
Therefore the class stands to

Coffee Date?

Don Ryan replied that although SJS appreciated the gdt,
there was a definite limitation to
said appreciation. Limitation
being somewhat below $50,000,
Sparta graciously acknowledged that this was understandable, and it would be very happy
with something like a small
$16,000 fountain, compliments of
the SJS student body.
Sparta’s reply to SJS’s refusal
of this suggestion is not available at present. However, it is
to be hoped that the city of
Sparta will nut be too disappointed with a plaque, possibly
worth $150, which is now being
considered by Student Council.
If approved the plaque will be
made in the Art department of
San Jose State,

SIDE STREETS
Pry, Pry Again
For several months the locker
room of, the Men’s Gym’ had
been plagued by a locker pilferer. The thief made a practice
of looting open compartments
while students were showering. More than $1000 worth of
articles had been carted away
by the locker larcenist.
On Jan. 29, SJS boxer Welvin
Stroud returned to the locker
room after a boxing session. He
noticed a man, apparently not
a student, loitering near the
lockers. Because of the thefts.
Stroud immediately became
suspicious of the man’s presence. Playing a Joe Friday
hunch, the boxer left his locker
open with his pants, minus the
wallet, hanging inside.
Trap Set. When the trap was
set, Stroud went to the showers
and waited. Seconds later hi,
saw a man’s shadow approaching his open locker. Stroud
stepped out, surprising the suspect who now was going
through the clothes.
Ignoring Stroud’s warning to
halt, the thief ran to the San
Carlos street entrance to the
gym. Stroud, clad only in a bath
towel, was forced to give up the
(Continued on Page 31

GIRLS NOTICE

GIRLS

Applications now accepted for rooms in new darn at 8th and
Williams. Rites and application blanks will be sent to those
girls who fill in their name and address below.
l 1 Summer Session
[i] Fell, 1958

Li 6 Weeks

l

4 Weks

NAME

DIERKS DONUTS

ADDRESS

Send

6 A.M. to 11 P.M.
370 AUZERAIS STREET

to: Mr. 6. A. SKILLRUD
1535 Willow Oaks Dr., San Jose
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Excellent opportunities in Administration, Actuarial Work and Sales with
The Prudential. Outstanding careers for
college graduates with Business Administration, Liberal Arts, Mathematics and
other majors.

"right on. campus"

AGAIN
a
f

Mrs. Dorothy Morton
offite Staff
"I think, they had more
patience with me than
I had with them."

Make this date today with your Placement Director. Plan now to meet with
Our representative and learn details of
the opportunities offered by one of the
largest and finest companies in the world.
The rewards are many when you work
for The Prudential Insurance Company
of AmeriCa.

THE PRUDENTIAL
tottios,

Insurance Company of America

t

nks

You
For
Your

Mrs. Terry Orseti
Office Staff

"It gets pretty
exciting."

consideration
during the hook -rush.

.

Jr K. ..11,

(Continued from Page 21
chase but his yells for help attracted the attention of other
students.
The frenzied filcher gashed
his left arm as he smashed it
through a glass doorpanel. Moments later the studnnts caught
up with the injured thief, later
identified RS John Michael
Coughlin. 25, of Oakland,
Medical Treatment. Coughlin was given emergency treatment at the College Health
Service Office and later, in
custody of police, was moved
to County Hospital.
Apparently all this attention

Shop at VALLEY FAIR

Then ...
Relax and Dine
at the

PINECONE
Restaurant
2801

STEVENS CREEK RD.
VALLEY FAIR
Branding Iron ;s rite
nst door

P.S.: Th

PIN ECONE

25c

g C.:Zal

2 5c

Kentucky Fried
Chicken
With This Coreoli Just . . .

$1.50
JOE VENTURA’S POPULAR

ACE
LUNCHEONETTE
WEEKEND
SPECIAL
LUNCH PLATE
INCLUDES, Salad,
Entree, Vgtable
Potatoes, Roll and
ButMr

90’

frightened Coughlin. As two
policemen escorted him from
the hospital to a police car he
broke away and ran. When he
failed to heed their warnings.
one of the officers fired at him.
The bullet hit Coughlin in the
left thigh, severing an artery
He was returned to the hospital
for surgery- and more attention.

Last Nosember the campus
security division received a
complaint against an unidentified man for indecent exposure.
The exhibitionist was reported
five times during December and
January.
The man, described as
"young," was seen disrobing in
the Library and education wing
four times. He was reported for
playing a role a la Lib St. Cyr
on the stage of the Little Theater.
All witnesses to the incidents
could only describe the man as
beirig of average height, weighing about 185 pounds and having a round face.
It was not determined if th?
exhibitionist was a student.
Officials believe that he may
have been a drifter. No complaints have been received this
semester. Publicity and numerous complaints may have ended
his activities on campus.

Caffein Crooks
Blame it on recession or deflation but the high cost of
living seems to have dropped at least in one campus institution.
Last semester the Coop management reported that customers were copping Coop coffee
cups. These cups had to be
replaced at a cost of $1.00
apiece.
That was last semester. Last
week another report was issued. Cups are still "walking"
away but the cost per cup has
very reasonably declined to 75
cents.
The Coop is also faced with

BE A MAGICIAN
WRITE
DR. MEYER BLOCH
Pre:, dent

ACE
LUNCHEONETTE

Eastern Magical Society
240 RIVINGTON STREET
New York 2, N.Y.

476 S. 10th (Near Williams)

PIZZA

This week-end only
with ASB Card

0
10%o off

it here or take it home

PIZZA VILLAGE
1072 Willow Street

FRI. & SAT.
’TIL 2 A.M.

CYpress 3-9624

DRY CLEANING
The

Nationally Advertised

Quick

Thorough

Special

Sanitone

Process

Convenient

Men’s Suits $1.10
OUT AT 5

IN BY 9

SHANK’S
DRY CLEANERS & SHIRT LAUNDRY
CYpress 3-3701

Second & San Carlos

SPORT SHOTS
The Winnahs!

another king-sized problem I also regular and filter). namely.
the se%eral million cigarette
ashes that must be emptied
out of nth trays daily.

Poets Clash
Kicking off the new semester.
Daily Comment Co-editor Ran die Poe placed college professors on the "Hot Seat" by condemning the "sick, monotonous
lecture."
Poe found it bewildering that
the American educational system has held up so well with
so many sleep-producing professors. He further opined that
less than 30 per cent of the
college faculty deliver even
slightly interesting lectures.
Producing examples, Poe examined the "drowsy and dull"
and the "withered wit" set,
suggesting that their efforts
could be concentrated on improving lectures. He explained
that it is difficult to become
interested in economics when
the prof looks and speaks "as
if he were not long for this
world."
"One Happy Thought." Poe’s
last complaint was answered by
Owen M. Broyles, associate professor of economics, who submitted a poem to Thrust and
Parry.
Broyles found one bright
thought through the maze of
"archaic notebooks" and "wireless wisdom." Quoth Broyles.
One happy thought in this
world of woe, we have the wisdom of Randle Poe."
This poetic effort encouraged
a similar masterpiece from Poe,
whose comment was:
"I wonder sincerely
If the prof will last,
Who’d rather write poetry,
Than teach his class."

to rurope next Summer
(JULY II AUGUST

21)

MAKE YOUR
Students and Young -at -Heart
UNLIMITED. Highlights of the trip include

HORIZONS

What’s the Rush?
A new system of informal
spring rush ended Monday with
52 women pledging the 11 soro
rities which participated in the
small rush.
In contrast to the formal,
strictly regulated rush sessions
of the past, this semesters’
rushing was characterized by
comparatively little Panhellenic
supervision. Each house was
free to schedule functions as it
wished, on any of several days
designated by the Panhellenic
Council.
Rushees were equally free to
accept or reject invitations as
they saw fit, or as class schedules allowed. They were warned
ahead of time not to cut classes
in order to attend rush functions.
Was the new system satisfactory? Dr. Elizabeth Greenleaf,
associate dean of students,
seems to feel that it was, although she specified that it
was successful only "for the
kind of rush season" that it
Mary Lou Frizzell, Panhellenic rush chairman, also thinks
that the informal season worked out well.
Open bidding is now in progress for houses which failed

. Sightseeing London, Paris, Vienna, Venice, and
many other cities.

Whatever
the
occasion

. Attending Brussels Worlds Fair,
. Interviewing interesting people.

to reach their quotas during
the regular rush season. It will
last until March 28.

NEON ZONE
All Thumbs
Many persons enjoy the reality in French films. Masquerading as French reality, "And
God Created Woman" is In
reality an Americanized film.
It is also an insult to the American mental capacity.
The American influence in
the form of hot air on the
Kingsley International release
is most apparent. So is the
French influence, although it
takes a secondary role.
With or wit hout clothing,
Brigitte Bardot is pronounced
sex. She plays the part, is the
part. But the American conception of mademoiselle sex
portrayed is a burlesque virgin
with prima donna values, no
less.
Armstrong Type. Epitomizing
characteristics of the all-American boy, Jean-Louis Tirntignant, quite unlike the prevailing conception of a Frenchman,
is all thumbs. He portrays a
stuttering, stanunering Frenchman. completely equipped with
inexperience and that traditional all-American blush.
Brigitte chases glamor for
a time, before finally marrying
her all -thumbs prince charming
on an "only opportunity" basis.
She then spends afternoons
shimmying to juke box rhythm,
anxiously awaiting her spouse’k
return. "Can’t wait to be a
good wife," she explains turning
down an invite to come outside
and play,

Split Decision
A recapitulation of the last
half month of basketball action
shows the Spartans on the debit
side of the- ledger with two
wins and three losses in West
Coast Athletic Conference play.
The team rolled in the first
two contests for 71-41, and 5847 victories over San Francisco State and St. Mare’s. respectively. Ned Fitzgerald potted 19 points and Mary Bransirons, 15, in the first non-league scrap. Against the Gaels
the two cagers reersed positions with Branstrom leading
the field with 22 digits and
Fitzgerald following with 10.
From then on it was case
of "pointitis." COP copped a
63-61 verdict in the last ten
seconds of the tiff. The list of
characters on the Spartan ’erne
changed with Bob Larson hit -

1557 S. First St.

CY 5-6559

WRITE
DR. MEYER BLOCH
dent
Eastern Magical Society
240 RIVINGTON STREET
New York 2, N.Y.

CY 2-7726

.simairams

KEEP ALERT FOR A
BETTER POINT AVERAGE!

BARGAIN PRICES
FRESH MEATS
EXCELLENT

Don’t let that "drowsy feeling" cramp your style in class
.. or when you’re "hating
the books". Take a NoDoz
Awakener! In a few minutes,
eou’ll be your normal best...
wide awake . .. alert! Yout
doctor will tell youNoDoz
Awakener, are safe as coffee.
Keep a pack handy!
15 TABLETS. iSc

SERVICE

GROUND BEEF
43c Lb.
BEEF LIVER
55c Lb.

A&M Auto Repair
Student Rates
CY 5-4247
454 E. San Salvador. San Jose

BE A MAGICIAN

WILBUR JUST WOKE UP TO
NE FACT THAT HE’S IN CLASS!

150 E. SANTA CLARA

Special Rats for Students
with ASB Cards

Auto Rpir
Automatic Transmission Specialty

ling 19 and Eddie Diaz 18
markers.
Doctor’s Orders. The case remained the same as Loyola took
its first WCAC fray, 68-66. Larson was again high for the
locals with 17 points. Not to be
out -done by Loyola. Pepperdine
edged the Spartans 68-67. Gil
Egeland’s 18 points was not
enough of what the doctor
t Coach Walt McPherson) ordered.
Diaz filled the prescription
Tuesday night when he led the
Spartans to a 54-40 upset over
Santa Clara. The dosage WAS
19 points.

STATE MEAT
MARKET

OVERHAUL SPECIALS
AUTO TRANS. $35 All males
VALVE JOBS $15 up
FRED & JOHN’S GARAGE

SPARTAN DAILY-4

and Archie Milton over individual national titlists highlighted
the triumph.
During the recent trip to the
Midwest. the locals edged Powerful Wisconsin. 41131e, but
were held to a 4-4 draw at th:.
hands -of tough Michigan State
University. Along with Cal
Poly, idefeated twice by SJS)
Idaho State, Washington Stab’
and SJS. the two Midwest
teams are ranked among the
boxing powers of the nation

ARMOUR STAR

B tablets
I. handy tin
49.

BACON
2 Lb. Pkg. $1.19

NODOZ
A WAKENERS

roulsr;r0

tekeT

74 SOUTH FIRST STREC i

LIBERAL

CHIC
CHICK
Mighty nice to look at. And
mighty nice to wear! Fashion’s
favorites this season, in a wonin
derful choice of eolors .
black. brown and red soft
grain.

with
Rowers

only $925 including roundtrip flight expense
For further information:

BAKMAS

FLOWER
SHOP
CT 2-0442 10th & Sante Clara

ARTS

OR

SCIENCE

General Petroleum Uses Many Types of Talent

Say it

. . . Looking behind the "Iron Curtain."

REV. GEORGE -Shorty" COLLINS
at CYpres 7-1769 or CYpress 5-2035

Coach Julie Menendez’ Spartan boxers stole the spotlight
from other SJS athletic teams
during the past two weeks, with
four consecutive victories and
a draw. including a smashing
triumph over national champion
Idaho State.
Hailed by veteran observers
as the top collegiate ring team
in the nation. the SJS ringmen
_boast a sparkling 6-0-1 season
record. Only a return engagement with Idaho State tomorrow night in Pocatello. Idaho,
remains on the locals’ dual meet
schedule.
The Spartans initiated action
this semester by walloping the
Camp Pendelton Marines. 8-2,
in Spartan Gym. Victories in
four bouts were posted via the
technical knockout route, as the
SJS squad displayed its pro%yes’.
Idaho State’s 15-meet win
streak was snapped by SJS. as
the locals dumped the Bengals,
5?:-2ts before 3000 roaring fans
In San Jose’s Civic Auditorium.
Sizzling wins by Welvin Stroud

Frida, February 28, 1958

SPARTA UPTOWN

was,

"’Jet:3

Bleslog One. Thus. ti-u’ to
American tradition. the boy:
with all thumbs wins Rantors
favors in the end. "It’s his
smile," mademoiselle declares.
The moral of the story appears to be that thumbs and
the shimmy don’t clash, as
some persons might expect.
The film certainly is geared
to the toenail Imel of the
American mind. But apparently
the "American dream of what
is" sells more tickets than
reality.
-

yqu

Stripper Strikes

BREAKFASTS
SERVED
from
6:30 A.M.

eat

Some Of
"Let’s Face This Square
Enough"
Smiling
Been
Ha % en’t

Nal,ewel y

fettplrol I toil-gee Ins lied

1

Behind events like the Indianapolis
500, shown here, Bonneville Speed
trials, Mobilgas Economy Run and
practically every major engine competition you can name, stands a team of
Mobil experts from General Petroleum
and its affiliates in Socony Mobil. You
name ’em. We use ’em. Fuel and automotive engineers, sales promotion
Men, chemists and racing experts.
That’s why in its far flung operations, General Petroleum uses college
trained men. For oil huntinggeologists; producing and refining
chemists and engineers of all kinds.
Marketing and selling use business

majors, architectural engineers,
accountants,. and more because
Practically esery type of college
training is re:iresented at General
Petroleum where men with promise
can make the first team.
For information about General
Petroleum sec your college placement
director.

Mobil
GENERAL PETROLEUM CORPORATION
no,icf,;irrefs. Los 4r1f7C
atettiate of Bacons, Mow,
p,onimr m petroleum SoFC 111441.
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GYMNAST

Here Saturday

Gymnasts Seek Win;
Face Stanford Injuns
Coach Bill Gustalson s SJS
nasts meet Stanford here for the
second time this season on Saturda afternoon at 3 o’clock.
Stanford %%on the first meet
last %%eel.. 92-42. SJs ssent Into
that ine,I in ith a one %sin :Ind
allo. h.., record f rom a I h reemeet agitint Long Beach stat,.
and Itecidental at tong Beach
State. Counting a 111.00 II/ Cal
Sattirdis, the squad’s record is
one uin and three losses
While in the South for the Long
Beach meet SJS participated in
the UCLA Collegiate Invitational.
Tcam scoring was not kept in
the IVLA meet. hut SJS copped
an indisidual fist place in the
trampoline iTed Bogiosi and a
second in still rings Mickey Zav ack
It sas during the UCLA meet
that the loss to StanfOrd was set
up when Bob Davis. then the
team’s top scorer. suffered an arm
injury
When Davis gets hack into the
lineup. SJS could pick up points
In sent-rat et ents. Basis, acknowledged Its the tesin’s best
11 -around man, should finish in
the money when he does not

O’Neill’s Watermen
Out -Splash Gaels
In Opening Meet
Coaeli Tom ()Null s
swimmers

’Mural Make-Ups
To Be Scheduled
Early Next Week

TOM SMOTHERS
. . . Spartan hopeful

Although the first half of play
is over for the five independent
intramural teams, make-up games
still are to be played the earl
part of next week to make the
standings complete.
These make-up games will not
effect final first half standings, RS
the Kerosene Club, Gama Phi
Beta, Kuester’s Kuties. the Recreation Department. and the Tartees all emerged first round
champs.

Eagles’ Buck Shaw
Considers 49er’s

MENLO PARK. Calif., (UP)
Coach Buck Shaw of the professional Philadelphia Eagles football
Bruno
club says he is
Banducci and Joe Vetrano. former
San Francisco 49er stars, as his
coaching assistants.
Shaw said both have applied for
the jobs but he emphasized that
"Nothing has been decided yet:
CENTRAL LEAGUE
W I. PI’ PA fle said he has already chosen
Kerosene Club
5 0 321 156 Jerry Williams. formerly of Wvh%tumblers
.3 2 174 131
Kelley’s
.3 2 233 174 ington State and the Los Angeles
.111.k’s
. 2 2 147 170 Rams, as one of the three aides.
_ou .ers
0 4 106 227
Barbarians.
0 4 106 210
There are 168 families Ihing in
NORTHF:RN LEMWE
Spartan City.
With Davis out. Mickey Zavack Gamma Phi Beta
6 0 436 273
.3 1 373 213
is the team’s highest scorer. His Olti
3 3 227 DR
specialty is the swinging rings .E.4)KA
TN...in Trunips
3 3 214 295
He usually finishes well out in
U.-lta Phi
2 4 194 253
front in this event. Zavack also trr
1 5215302
1 5 142 198
has done well in the horizontal bar Alpha hi Omega
EASTERN
LEAGUE
and still rings.
Now featuring
e
Ku.sdr’s
Kuties .... ...5 0 152 R8
Despite 7.avack’s success i n the whab.m.
,,..3 1 152
BOB LINDSAY
swinging rings, the trampoline is Art’s Darts
..2 3 140 178 I
1 3 131 1551
the squad’s strongest event. Ac- ’ Evidarers
with
1571
cording to Gustafson. Ted Bogios.. sss ishers
MERLE WATTS
WEsTEIRN
b
o
B
’
S
E
V
A
E
L
Haywood and Johnny Johnson it,,,.. /".
.6.
0 248 185 ’
Sings Ballads
are possible one-two-three finish- -bourn. Dept.*
.3 1 136
Ind. Kell.*
BAWDYCALYPSOSUBLIME
err, in the trampoline.
...3 2 154
Organics’
3 2 150
Tom Smothers had a u-inning
.. rumen Club*
... / 3 93
streak going In the parallel bars
pr.1,,,5 ....
1 4 56
until Saturday’s (at 1lWet %%hen
SOUTHERN LEAGUE
he tied for second. srmithcrs
Tarters . ... .......... ..8 0 398 263
Bring the ganghave a ball
Baker Hail
5 1 241 201
Kali bothered bx blistered hands
Touts
4 2 149 172
In the Bear vient.
1347 McKEE ROAD
Five-Sixty-Sewn
3 3 179 195
Smothers injured his hands in
Club 44
2 4 197 224 1
& Julian)
CV 2-9753
(Baystsoe
the Stanford meet last Wednes- I ) Hasmajor.op game or games
to play.
day. He entered in the albareind
class because of Davis’ absence

-considering"

a

opened

bang

season

their

Wednesday

a

for individual
On March 6,
Stanford here

competition
the varsity
at 3:30

p.m.

only. sc&ring play.
The Spartans picked up their
faces
lone run in the third frame as

CY 5-9920

395 Almaden Ave., CT 7-9900
Neer the Civic Auditorium

ST PETERSBURG, Fla., (UP) -Mickey Mantle won his salary tussle with the New York Yankees
yesterday when he signed his 1958
contract for an estimated $75.000
Mantle, who today signed for
just $5000 less than the club paid
Babe Ruth received about S60.000
last year. He won the American
League’s most valuable player
award in 1957 for the second
straight year.
-

RECORDING TAPE
Fresh Stock Ematape

.

.

50cro OFF

WEBCOR PORT. HI -F1, Reg. $

NOW $

"DEATH VALLEY
IS
TERRIFIC!’
*(Expurgated version)

Yep, ol’ Death Valley Scotty
knew a good thing
when he saw it.

300

NOW
NOW
NOW
NOW

OFF!

FAIRGROUNDS FAIRWAYS

Golf Driving Range
STUDENT SPECIAL
Its a bucket s,tt, ASB Card
S.

10th

This is your invitation to join the West Coast

liarti the non -technical story of Death Valley’s plants

Nature School in Death Valky this Spring Vacation,

and animals, its rocks and minerals. its geology and

Mardi 30 to April 5.

It

All Other Demonstrators
MUST GO!
First Come, First Served!

& TULLY ROAD

The West Coast Nature School is an outdoor

In the afternoons, trail groups return for swim-

field school staffed by nature experts who will intro-

ming and other recreation. Evenings are filled with

$239.95
$ 74.95
$185.95
$185.95

to the wonders of Death Valley in a way

group activities including folk and social dancing.

that the ordinary visitor to this spectacular desert

There are trips to Scotty’s Castle, the sind

duce

you

NEW ARRIVALS
Large selection of
Summer Suits

dunes. Dante’s View, and other points of special

area rarely sees them.
You will live at the old Death Valley View

interest. lint the main thing is . . . this is a won-

llotel in the Ghost town of Ryan. starting out each

derful. profitable. recreational Week in the colorful.

morning

in the company of a different instructor-

specialist and a group

r

exhilarating desert of DeatliValley.

felkw students to

Won’t you join us?

Re,,,istration Begin., at 8 a.. iii. Mondas. Alarch 3.
in New Science Itoildin.. Room 117
ALL THIS, AND CREDIT TOO!

and Solids
Regular Short and Long Sizes
From 37 to 46
Stripes

from

’2995
&

Sport Coats
Most weigh less

isto Ty .

NOW $189.95

STEREOPHONICS TAPES
Up to . .

DO YOU

89.95

RECORDERS

TAPE

Vm 7)4 STEREO, Req. $229.95
WEBCOR STEREO, Reg. $299.50
TELECTRO RECORDER, Reg. $89.95
WOLLENSAK STEREO, Reg. $229.95
BELL STEREO, Peg. $229.95

and SANTA CLARA

Scotty was right . . .

Hi.n SALE

Friday, Saturday and Sunday Only

Tickets for the University of
San Francisco basketball game tonight at Kezar Pavilion will be
available today in the Student
Affairs Office.
The ducats will be issued on
first -come, first -served basis. Students must have tickets to gain

remaining

Fri. & Sat. Niles

GIGANTIC
DEMO

For USF Contest

Rosenguist & King
Our
Shell
Gasoline Price

PIZZA
GARDENS

Mantle Inks
$75,000
Contract

Tickets Available

San Jose State baseball club alert Bob Colombo raced home
night points to this afternoon’s meeting from second on an attempted douAlto after ble play
when they beat a weak St. Mary’s’ with Stanford at Palo
entrance to the game.
Val surged two runs ahead in
suffering a season opening 5-1 loss
squad, 75-10.
the fifth inning with one run
at the hands of Cal yesterday at
SJS swept all first place slots1
and leed the contest In the sixth
Berkeley.
Spartans . . .
and but one second lit both diving i
ssith u, two run outburst. Bear
Spartan Coach Ed Sotwzak, in
hurlers Settle and Falk comhis second season 11% baseball
and swimming eents.
For Your Weekend Jaunts
bined efforts to hold the SIS
mentor, reported Baal southpau
SJS first place winners were:
fill ’er up at .
Leach
and
BM
nine
to
olds
Me
Williams
hits.
Larry
Art Lambert, 220-yard free style
mnu,und
duties
against
Colombo.
Don
Christiansen, Jim
will share
and 440-yard free style; Ron Riley,
Long, Bob Krall and Jim Sehmiedt
the Indians.
diving; Dale Anderson, 220-yard
Cal, 1957 NCAA champions, rap- shared mound duties for the Sparbutterfly; Totn-Nacedo. 100-yard
free style; K. C. Cooper, 200-yard ped nine hits off three Spartan i tans.
After their meeting With Stanbackstroke; and Harvey Corbin, hurlers in nabbing the decision
The victory was the I ford today, the locals return to
yesterday.
200-yard breaststroke.
The trash squad started its sea- first of the season for the Bear action March 8, meeting Cal in a
High, club, which registered a sterling I return engagement at Berkeley.
son by beating (’apuchin
Always Competitive
36-10 mark last year.
56-22, and Cariniont, 56-28.
’Si&H Green Stamps
runs
two
in
Bud Ortner singled
There are 14 meets
Open at I P.M.
on the varsity’s schedule. The next in the opening canto to give the
Daily ’111 12 P.M.
Open
Pizza with
"fersonality"
one is the AAU Open here 9 a.m. Bears a lead they never gave up.
to 2 p.m. Saturday. This meet is Two previous safeties set up the
HOUSE OF PIZZA,
Ith

and the additional cc tilt, III which
he competed caused his hand to
blister. Gustafson hopes Smothers
can get back into the fiist slot
sshen his hands heal.

j i sIty

D amondmeri
Drop Opener

Students on West Coast ’Vinare School Death Valley Trail Trips

orlon)

than 814 ors.

’40-45
Short Sleeve Dress Shirts
White, Yellow, Blue
(Linen)

’Lapin. Suits & Bermuda Shorts
Styled in the 90’s John L’s, etc.
Broad red, white and blue stripes
Knee length swim suits

mosher’s for men
121 SOUTH FOURTH (Down the Alley)

GO TO DEATH VALLEY, SPRING VACATION
with the

WEST COAST NATURE SCHOOL
ONE UNIT OE COLLEGE CREDIT -- TOTAL COST $31.00

a

i-,11

Mina

Five Teams To Tangle
In 1958 Track Opener

By RANDIE E. POE
Track fans get their first peek
today at SJS’ potentially potent
track team when the Interclass
Meet opens the 1958 season. Action begins at 2:45 p.m, at Spartan
Field.
Five teams- -captained by Spartan varsity stars -- will compete
for prestige, applause and a monstrous cake. Also on the program
is the Greek Relay, wherein eight
men run 110 yards each.
_
_ .
Heading the teams will he
Itapid Ray Norton. one of the
nation’s top 10 sprinters last season ( :9.4 ), Clint Bettina, Ken
Napier, Garfield Finley and
Chuck Hightower.
The Finley and Redus squads
probably will battle for the team
title, although all five combos are
amply stocked.
Sprinter Finley has the following point -baggers on his roster:
Alonzo Wilkins ( :14.6, high hurdler; 23-5, broad jump), Errol Williams (6-8, highjump), miler Sam
Holt, javelinist Larry McFarland
and sprinter Tom Lionvale.
REIMS SET TO TROT
Redus, a form -conscious former
state JC hurdle champ, ,has best
times of 23-flat in the low sticks,
14.3 in the highs, and :9.6 in the
century. On his squad are miler
Grady Neal, 200-plus javelin flipper Dick Rocks, Stan Hopkins, the
top JC pole-vaulter in the country
last seaspn, and highjumper Bob
Larson.
Recline team came fast to win
the team bauble last season.
Norton was chosen as the meet’s
most outstanding performer last
year.
BROOKS VS. FINLEY
Brooks and Finley scampered
the 75-yard dash in :7.8 in time
trials last week. With Norton, Redos and frosh blitz Herb Blanchard also ready to zip, the sprints
should be one of today’s top events.
Norton and Redus have not gone
full tilt as yet, although Redus
skipped over the 120-yard low
hurdles in :13.1 during last week’s
trials.
DU won the Greek Relay last
year.

cpaptait ;514polt45
SPORTS EDITOR

Friday. Februar
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Spartans Ringmen To Battle
Bengals
Capture 1Champion
In Final Dual Test
Mat Win

Miler Wes Bond has been pla- ’ established the century record.
gued by a series of illnesses during
The pole vault mark of 14 -ft.,
the past month and is a doubtful set his Hightower last geom,
participant today. Should he not could go by the hoards again.
be able to compete, the distance Hightower and Stan Hopkins.
events will be a scramble between the top I .5. junior college vaultNeal, Napier and Sam Holt.
er last season, might both shatRECORD IS :7.3
ter this standard.
The interclass record for 75
Redus also set an Interclass
yards is :7.5, set by ’Don Smalley mark last year when he sped over
in 1947. Norton’s :9.7 last season the 220-yard low timbers in :23.8. UCLA
Tripped,
26-4;

Spa gnola

Gets "Win"

San Jose State recorded its fifth
straight wrestling victory yesterday, limiting a visiting UCLA mat
crew to two draws as Coach Hugh
Mumhy’s Spartans rolled up a
26-4 advantage in Spartan Gym.
San Jose posted triumphs In
six of eight bouts. but the locals’
key "victory" in the f"1.01 of
many observers was entered as
a draw in the official seorebook.
Ken Spagnola. undefeated 167lb. Spartan grappler, fought UCLA
ace Barry Billington to a 1-1 tie.
Billington is the Pacific Coast Intercollegiate defending champion
in the 167-1h. division.
Marvin Rodrigues provided
San Jose an early advantage in
the match score by pinning
Bruin Ken Matsumoto in 2:57
of the first round of the 123 -lb
bout.
Don Perata (130) out pointed
John Hoag, 6-5, and George Uchida
(137) blanked Bob Frescura, 5-0.
UCLA picked up two points on
the scoreboard when Warren
Kaufman deadlocked Spartan Myron Nevraumont in 147-lb competition.
San Jose’s Dorm Mall recovered
from a first round injury to out point Bill McKinley, 13-8, for the
Ray Norton and Clint Redus prove that they can run or ride as
fourth Spartan win, in the 157-1b.
"fast as a bunny." The twosome is entered in the Interclass Track
class.
Meet which is to take place this afternoon.photo by Bob Kauth
Next came the spagnola-Bil’beton treat, in which stocky
Hen was forced to Come from
behind to earn his 1-1 standoff.
More than 200 persons who
jammed the Mat room voiced
hearty approval of Spagmila’s
effort.
Powerful Russ CaMilleri prePleasure skiing, something that tan ski team this weekend as they
the competative skier rarely has rest after last weekend’s compe- served his undefeated status by
time to do, is on tap for the Spar- tition and prep for the annual pinning Ivan Cation in 1:19 of
the second period in the 177-1b.
Tressinder meet next weekend.
The best showing of this sea- bout.
Heavyweight Nick Sanger outson for the SJS squad was witnessed last weekend at Sugar scored Alex Felix, 4-0, in the final
Bowl as the locals grabbed a sec- engagement.
San Jose owns a season record
ond place, finishing below Sierra
College and above Chico State. of 11 wins and two losses.
Of the four Spartans entered, all
took turns taking near-top spots.
As was expected, Rolf Godon turned in another top cross-country
performance, taking second place, Entered as second class metier April
with Jim Nystrom grabbing fifth, 24, 1934, at San Jose, Calif.. under the
Peder Anderson eighth and Bob ect of March 3, 1579. Member Calif,
nia Newspaper Publishers’ Association
Miller twelfth.
Published daily by the Associated Stu.
In the jumping event, Godon dents of San Jose State College, except
again finished first among the SJS Saturday and Sunday, during th college
team as he took fifth with a leap year with one issue during each final
examination period.
of 120 ft. 8 inches. Anderson was
Telephone: CYpress 4.64)4 Editorial
10th (111.4). Miller 11th (101.3), Frt. 210. Advertising. Ext. 211.
and Nystrom 121h with 86.9.
Subscriptions accepted only on
re
In the downhill event, Nys- mainder.of.school year basis. In fall so
master. $4; in spring semester. $2.
trom finished seventh to pace
Press of the Globe Printing Co.
the locals, with Godon taking
1445 South First St. San Jose. Calif.
the ninth spot and Anderson EDITOR
JIM DRENNAN
tenth.
BUS. MGRS.
WILLIAM GU1MONT,
JOANNA
HILBY
Freshman
Anderson
showed
BILL PHILLIPS
marked improvement in the slalom DAY EDITOR
NEWS EDITOR
BILL GODFREY
as he skied two steady runs to SPORTS EDITOR
JOHN SALAMIDA
take fourth, with Nystrom taking DAILY COMMENT EDITORS
CATHY FERGUSON. RANDIE E. POE
sixth. Miller seventh and Godon
Fine Arts Editor
Anthony Terevelle
ninth
Photo Editor
Exchange Editor
Johnit.eAdams
Gen
Flo Hamilton
Librrian
Copy Desk Chief
Barbera Greuner
Wire Editor
"There were at least twenty of us unknown freshmen at baskethStfhiattKaulclyi
Chariene
Society Editor
ball practice that day. Suddenly, the coach was pointing at me.
ADVERTISING STAFF. Ken Dixon, Tont
Finnegan, Dirk Edger, Phil Gagnon.
‘Hey you!’ he called. ’You in the good looking T-shirt, get in
Some of the men on the SJS
Del GilIlsam. Frank Hoak, Ron Kelley,
there and show me what you can do!’ That’s how Jockey
Roger Li. n. Iren Spraguit, Fara
campus are missing the boat, and
West,
Phil Wood, Irene Yrunimura.
stardom.
to
Bob Bronzan, director of intraT-shirts opened my door
Davis Yoscrom.
mural
sports,
doesn’t
want
to
be
a
"I’m sure that Jockey T-shirts are the big reason I’m such
blamed for it.
big star today. The twin-stitch collar that lies flat and smooth,
The pool is open to both male
5AI- DAVIDE
and female swimmers from 12
the body of the shirt that fits just rightnot too tight or loose
noon and until 4 p.m. The Men’s
these are the reasons I’m such a comfortable star."
Gym is open to basketball (over
200 men turned out last week) for
the same period of time. Groups
if 10 or more men may reserve
the court for one-hour periods.

Skiers To Rest
This Weekend

Spartan%

‘Uockey brand T-Shirts
helped me make varsity!"

Gymnasium Open
During Weekend

San Jose State boxing team enplaned for Pocatello, Idaho this
morning where the Spartans will
battle Idaho State in a dual meet
Saturday night at ft o’clock.
Com+ Julie Menender’ hoc sls
belt’s’ the national champion
arnica’s, 5, ;-?I’2, earlier this
season in is meeting in !van Jose.
The y ictory by the !VJS ere%
snapped
Idaho
State’s
win
streak at 15 straight.
The Spartans carry an unmarked 6-0-1 record into tomorrow
night’s action. Only a tie at the
hands of Michigan State mars an
otherwise perfect record.
Other SJS wins have been posted over University of Nevada, Cal
Poly (twice). Camp Pendleton Marines and Wisconsin. Coach nubby
Holt’s Idaho State is bolstered by
five individual national champions.
MS rinzmen Welvin Stroud
and Archie’ Milton nabbed wins
over two of the champion tltlists
to feature
last win
over the Ftengals. After the Idaho State dual meet lest. only
the PCI and NCAA tournaments
remain on the schedule for the
Spartans.
SJS boxers making the trip and
their records follow: Nick Akana
(6-1). Dave Nelson (5-1-1), Welvin Stroud (5-1), Stu Rubine (5-2),
Jack Coolidge (3-2-2), Ken ChrisPaul Buck (one
tensen (1-2),
draw). and Archie Milton (5-1-1).

Kuties Defeat
Whaler Five
Time battle of the undefeated,
Kuester’s Kuties and the Whalers,
found the Kuties winning 37-30 to
win the first round of the Eastern
League yesterday in local intramural play.
Curtis and Kuester both tanked
11 points to lead the winner’s attack while Gerry Nelson potted
10 for the losers.
In other EL action, the Explorers downed Art’s Darts 40-23.
Bill Young, with 17, paced the
army squad and Jack Kahn. with
11, the Darts.
In Southern League play, Roy
Strueing with 13 and Jack June
with 10 paced Baker Hall to a
91-23 win over the Five-SixtySeven Lodge.
In the Northern League, Gamma Phi Beta stayed unbeaten as
It handed EOKA its third loss by
a 61-35 count. Bob Chapman with
20 and Ray Garrison with 18 paced
the winners.
The No -Trumps scored a 35-27
win covet Tau Delta Phi in other
NL play. Harvey Corbin pumped
through 19 for the victors. Also.
IF-r won its Hist game, edging
Alpha Phi Omega 37-33. Carl Gillette with 15 and George hoover
with 10 paced I1-’T and Mike Rich
hit 12 for the APhiOs.
In Western League action. league-leading Rec. Dept. downed the
Newman Club 49-26. John Martin
with 19, Payne Green with 10 and
Phil Knight with 17 paced the
winners.
The Journalism Dept. downed
the Industrial Relations squad 4119 as Barry Stultz scored 13.
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Goliath

Sparta Cagers Face
Dons In WCAC Finals
By LOU LUCIA

USF’s quintet, which is quickly
becoming a basketball legend, may
find its hand full of aggressive SJS
seniors in tonight’s 8.15, /Kezar
Pavilion tilt.
"They’re big, had boy %, staled
Jerry Vroom, assistant Yorsity
coach, referring to the Dons.
"Wit h the attitude that we
has ecYcry thing to gain and
nothing to losewe’ll be re lased," he stated.
The Spartans al, not goim; to
use any special defensie or 01.fensive alignments, but are going
to try to play a ball control game
such as they did against Santa
Clara. Vroom continued.
Ned Fitzgerald is the only non senior on the starting five. The
usual contingent of Bob Larson,
Mary Branstrom, Eddie Diaz and
honorary captain Gil Egeland will
round out the quintet.
The Spartan.e will have to
place their shields over the Dons
bucket to stop the likes of Fred
LaCour, Mike Farmer, Art Day.
Gene Brown and Al Dunbar.
If the locals play like they did
In the Mt. Mary’s and Santa
Clara struggleslook out ESE!
"We are not going to get out
there and try to look good," Vrocren
added, "we’re out there to win a
ball game."
Defense may prove to be the
deciding factor in this game, which
can be compared to the David-and Goliath tilt. The Spartans, highly

rated at the season a start, has&
had to scramble for their present
5-6 ret-ord,
Ch14"c giant has twen crowned
MA( winner. won 114 vtralglit
hardwood cont e t s. gained
berth In the Western Regional

play-offs, and lost but one gam.
in 2$ attempts,
5.15 will rely nn the slinging of
naptin Egeland and mato; to
pull another upset. Though the
giant will be fighting on familiar
territory (Kezar Pavilion) and
will be conceded the home court
advantage, the Spartans at their
best can hold their own with anyone.

San Francisco’s Own . . .

THE VAGABONDS
Opening Wednesday, March 5th
Show Times: 9 p.m. I I

p.m.

I a.m.

F:Ak, IC:, PC ’ S .11
960 BUSH, S.F.

PR 6-6360

Judo was the only varsity sport
in which San Jose State recorded
an undefeated slate during the
19156-1957 scholastic year.

Remember . . .

Jockey T shirts are tailored
extr a long to stay tucked
In. Free, comfortable arm
movement guaranteed.

LARK’S
Where the Hot Dog is King
Inked Lasagna
also featuring

Steaks on a French
Roll with Fries

Jockeys
.RANCI T-shirt

Italian Sausage

II

IncemerS.

AlonuMNI WIroni,"

Spece

le or our par

whether

Burgers
Stan and Isabel Vaughn
Props.

made only by

Til10 just past Santa Clara City.
Drive out El
Sante
’or go t 7911/ Eonsiiso,
Toil Oct Orders.- Phone AX 6

Between 4th and SA on
Santa Clara Street
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1Prof Leaves
For Europe
Study Trip

Presbyterian College Fellow.
Dr Alfred B. Gregory. SJS proship, party, todas. 7 p.m.. Student
fessor for 29 years and member
Christian Center.
Psi Chi, meeting, today, 7 p.m of the secondary education and
modern language staffs, left last
CH 139.
Ski Club, meeting, Tuesday. week on a sabbatical leave to
Europe.
, 30 p.m. S112.
Dr. Gregory, who was born in
Wesley Foundation. student.
faculty banquet. Sunday, 5 p.m., Berlin, studied in France and (;ermany and receised his Ph.D. from
Wesley Foundation,
the University of Berlin,
REANERY BUiLTlN
Dr. Gregory speaks German,
(’step
Italian and French. and currently
Entrees:
in the
. 40 cents is serving as a lieutenant
Hamburger Steaks
Clara County Sheriff’s ReShrimp Creole .
.
40 cents 1Santa
he
as en 50 cents’serve At one
Plate lunch
gaged in diplomatic work for the
WEATHER OR NOT
government.
Variable cloudiness through to- I French
Europe. he intends to
day and tonight is forecast for! While in
studies of the sec Santa Clara Valley by the U.S make extensive
ondary education systems in
Weather Bureau. High will be 60Women’s Contest
France, Germany and Italy, and
65 with gentle winds.
Continued from Page 1
he has been asked by the Sheriff’s
bons may enter as contestants: ,
Department to survey the field
1. She must be a resident of
of juvenile delinquency in the
Santa Clara County.
countries he will visit, if time per!
2 She must be unmarried and
mits.
18 to 24 yrs. of age.
Dr. Gregory hopes to photo!
L:raph such educational facilities
3 She must be reasonably avail- !
as buildings, cafeterias, classable for press, radio, and TV inter."’
rooms
in fact as many physical
stews and publicity and agree to
Na,
information learn will attributes of the schools as pos.
the use of her photograph for pos- ’ A
visit the campus March 3-4 to tell . sible. He regrets that, because he
lure publicity purposes.
4. She must agree to accept all all interested students how they
decisions of the judges as final.1’may obtain a naval officer’s cons - take a tape recorder and record
, classes in session.
5. She must agree, if winner of mission.
Representatives from the V%’aves, I Dr. Gregory will be accompanied
the contest, to be available for
Asia
the
Nurse
-I
Corps, the Naval
on the trip by his wife. Jean, and
regional contests and to a full
spinal examination by the judges. tion Cadet Office, and the Officel their six -month -old daughter,
See? It doesn’t say a word about ’ of Naval Officer Procurement will Mary Adele.
The Gregorys left Wednesday
beauty. so go ahead and enter! be in the Student Union from 9:30
Pos.-am, to 3 p.m. to answer any ques- I for Vancouver. From there they
Just write to: Miss Correct Pos.lions
about
the
Navy’s
officer
prowill
fly the polar route to Amture Contest, 70 N. Bascom Ave..
’ grams.
San Jose, before March 16.
. sterdam. They will remain in Am To be eligible for flight train- sterdam a few days, visiting Dr.
ing, an applicant must be between Gregory’s sister.
! 18 and 25 years old and have completed two years of college. If
Today is the last day for vet- ’an applicant is married. he must
erans to sign their monthly at- I ha%.e completed four years of coltendance forms, according to the lege and be no more than 26 years
Registrar’s Of flee.
of age.
Collect- Religious (’ouneil, elec. ,
tion and meeting. Sunday, 8 a m.,
Student Y.
El (amid.) Castellano, initiation. I
tomorrow, h pm, 1275 Redondo
I
Ae
I
Purim celebration, Mon..
S
p
in
Student
Y
day,
International Students Ottanisettee, going aw:ay party, today.
12 30, Men’s Gsm.
I
Pegasus Society. meeting. toI
30, 545 N 21st St.
night. 7 ..
nd Epsilon set. election, today..
930 a.m. and 1 30 pro.
Pre-Med Sudety. arrangement
for U.C. tour Monday. 7 p.m., StuI
dent Union.

avy Team
T o Recruit

Vets Sign Today

’Iwo Grants
Instituted

96’IranSNO0 8101T1"
STUDIO
"RAINTREE COUNTY"
Elizabeth Taylor
Montgomery Cliff
Eva Marie Saint
SPARTAN DRIVE-IN

SLAIQATOCA
undies, T
-lore

"A KID FOR TWO
FARTHINGS"
Dena Don s - Clia Johnson

"KISS ME KATE"

"SAYONARA"
Marlon Brand

"DEEP ADVENTURE"

EL RANCHO DRIVE-IN
Glen Fo.d

Underwater Thriller

’Don’t Go Near The Wafer’

NOW! AT 2 THEATRES!

"Gunfight Ridge"

Jool MeCrs

PADRE
CY 3.3353

I TOWNE
l

CY 73)

MAYFAIR
’Don’t Go Near tleo Wafer’

"and God
Created woman"

Gloss Ford

"Dion."
Lert T u
-Mriss Pavan
Pedro Armenderia

... but the devil invensod
eiriaitte Dardos

NEXT WEDNESDAY. MARCH 5
"SAYONARA"

CLASSIFIEDS
FOR RENT

FOR SALE

VCR NIsHED rooms. $1045 Per
ni,, Kit Male. No drinking, smoking CY 3438.
3-rm, Fula. Apt & gar. 460 S. 6th.
Ioto CY 2-2250 for appt.

’33 Olds. Holiday Cp., $725. Full
power equip. See Dean, 565 S. 6th
St.

Desk. student, $15. Fiber rug. 9x
12. $17. Miller. 639 S. 3rd.
FURNISHED apt. 2 rms., bath.
L’til. paid. Wash mach. CY 4-2902. 5142.541 brand new Corona Super
Silent. Elite type. Sell for $109.00.
WESTSIDE, 3 bdrrn. 2 baths, fruit WHitecliff 8-4595.
patio.
dram.
Water paid.
trees,
$120. CY 7-0873,
841327.
’37 FORD "500 Convert. Jet
black, wh, nylon top. WW.. R&M
COLLEGE GIRLS now living in power steer & brakes. CY 3-9814
apt who would like to change to betw. 6-7 p.m ask for Bruce. 158
boardinghouse routine: WEE S. 6th St.
TERRACE has vacancies. Ask for
Mrs. Grande, CY 5-9619.
Flberglassed surfboard, $30. CY 5- ’
4827 after 6 p.m.
CLEAN, warm rooms for men.
Kit priv, linens, turn., $25 mo. (’omplete dinette set, $12.50. Sgl.
617 S. 6th St.
; mattresses, $8.50. Chests, $8.50
!Study tables, $2. Misc. heaters.
Seems, kit. priv.,
Prkg.
$1.00-57.50. FR 8-5612 or CY 3.
bik, from college. Men. 47 S. 8th- I 2775.
St. CY 3-9618.
Furs. Studio Apts. 1 blk. college. SINGLE Roll -away bed, $10. Call
$25 each. CY 2.2152. Ee, Sat. & CL 8-3128.
Sun.
WANTED
712 S. 10th. Large, newer 1 & 2
bdrm turn, apt. 3-5 students - 2 GIRLS to share mod. apt. Pool.
starting $35 per mo. Includes hot 476 S. 7th, Apt 7. $3750. CY 3and cold water, garbage, carport, 0430.
sundeck and laundry facilities. Lg.
closets. CY 7-2410. Eves. CL 8- SHARE rides to and from Santa
Cruz. Dee. GR 5-5289.
8953.
Furn, sew apt.. 1 & 2 persons Guiti. to share apt. Board if denext to college CY 3-4170. 470 S. sired. Phone CY 4-3112
Second.
MALE student to share apt. $25.
Doable and single rooms. M e
668 S. 2nd St., Apt. 1.
re 2-1506, 52 S. 10th after 7:30
HOME with college couple in re.,
p.m.
turn for child care. AL 2.4105
MARY GEORGE Glrb Co-op has eves.
a feu vacancies for this semester
19 meals per week, $311 per mo GIRL to share modern opt Itik
from college, Pool. (’H 3-9666.
I 16 S. 10th St, CY 3-0246.

So

Tar $775 sciwkirship awards
have been instituted for this semester through the Social Science
Department, according to Dr. Leo
P. Kibby, head of the department.
"There isn’t any requirement
that the student be a social
science major to receive one of
the awards this semester," stated
Dr. Kibby.
Those who apply must be sen. iors or graduate students, accord! ing to the California Pioneers of
’Santa Clara County, sponsoring
!committee.
j A requirement for one of the
awards is a documented paper
, with foot -notes on some phase of
Santa Clara County history based
on original resources.
"To my knowledge, this is the
first time that such an award has
been forthcoming in the social
sciences." Dr. Kibby related.
Dr. Kathy has set tip a committee with Dr. Benjamin Gilbert as
chairman, and Drs. Edward Hornig and Gladys Waldron as assistants. The department
head
!pointed out that the first activity
of this committee will be to select
: and nominate potential students
for this award.

Professor
To Lecture

Dr. Harold Benjamin, former
technical advisor to UNESCO and
now a professor of education at
George Peabody College in Nashville. Tenn., will deliver a lecture
Tuesday, March 11, at 7:30 p.m.
in the Concert Hall of the Music
Building.
Dr. Benjamin’s lecture has been
arranged by Kappa Delta Pi, honorary scholarship seriety for education.

AUSTIN
BUSHNELL

SJS CLUB ACTIVITIES

Groups Elect New Officers
Seven campus clubs and organi- respondence secretary; Elizabeth nity, according to Cathy Ferguson,
zations recently elected and installed spring semester officers
and made plans for other spring
activities.
Connie Menne was installed as
president of Mu Phi Epsilop. national professional music sorority,
last night. Other officers Installed
were Fran Worthington, vice
president; Zoe Ann Hill, treasurer;
Merdene Hess, corresponding secretary; Sandy Buck, recording
secretary; Karen Kirk, historian;
Linda Stones, warden. Mary Pobanz. chorister; Mary Hunter,
chaplain; Mary Lee Cline, alumni
secretary; and Barbara Garten,
president’s aide.
Jerry Gibbons was elected president of Alpha Delta Sigma, national advertising fraternity, at
its first meeting of the semester
Tuesday. Jack Brotherton w a s
elected vice president and Bob
Gilmore and Ken Dixon were
elected secretary and treasurer,
’respectively.
International Students’ Organization recently announced the
election of spring semester officers. Those elected are Kilulu
Von Prince, president: Alfonz
Lengyel, vice president; Jose Paclebar, treasurer; Olga Smith, cur -

Melina, recording secretary; Dhyana Sudyono, historian; and Angela Rodriguez. social chairman.
Industrial Arts Club met Tuesday evening to see a film entitled
"Experimental Studies in Social
Climates a Groups." A discussion
of "Democratic Classroom Control
--Does it Wurk?" followed t he
film.
Hawaiian Club will sponsor a
"get-together" dance tonight in
the Student Union from 8:3012:30. Club members and interested persons are invited to attend.
Spring semester officers of Hawaiian Club are Mike Komae.
president; George Pengan, vice
president; Dolly (’abacungun, secretary; and Harry Higa, treasurer.
Wesley Foundation’s annual
faculty -student banquet will have
as guest speaker Dr. Robert E.
Fitch, dean of the Pacific School
of Religion. Dr. Fitch will speak
on "Christian Faith and the Inquiring Mind." The banquet will
be held Sunday from 5 to 7 p.m.
In the social hall of the First
Methodist Church, 24 N. 5th St
The 30 Club, women’s journalism club, has been accepted inta
Theta Sigma Phi, national honer,
ary women’s journalism frater

Grants Are Available
In Business To Grads

president. The change will require
some revision in pledging a nd
grade point average requirements,
Miss Ferguson said.

Members of the SJS Amateur
Radio Club will tour the Stanford
Research Institute sometime early
in March, according to Dick Bristow, president.

Let’s Go to Church

BETHEL CHURCH
"ASSEMBLY OF GOD"
1670 MOORPARK AVENUE

A CHURCH WITH YOUTH IN MIND
SERVICES:
A.M.
A.M.
P.M.
P.M.

9:30
10:45
6:00
7:30

SUNDAY SCHOOL
WORSHIP SERVICE
YOUTH MEETING
EVANGELISTIC SERVICE

THOMAS G. SUTTON - Pastor
CYpress 4-2873

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
End AND SAN ANTONIO

TWO BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS

SUNDAY SERVICES
11:00 MORNING WORSHIP
700 EVENING SERVICE
Dr. Clarence Sands - MinLster
"A Cordial Invitation for Every Sunday"

The Harvard Business School School, Boston 63, Massachusetts.
has announced that scholarships and must be filed by May 1 at the
and grants-in-aid are available ti) latest. All candidates are required
outstanding students admitted to to take the entrance examination
the school for the fall term. Pri- for graduate study in business
vate individuals, foundations a nd given by the Educational Testing
business firms have established Service, 20 Nassau St., Princeton,
the scholarships or fellowships. N.J. Candidates for the fall sefor the two-year program leading mester 1958 should take the test
to the degree of Master of Arts on April 19.
in Business Administration.
The Bankers Trust Company
EPISCOPAL
Fellowship of 53,000 has been
Services at Trinity
el North 2nd
made available by the Bankers
’N B Murdock. Rector
Trust Company of New York for
00 A M. Holy Communion
an outstanding student in the
9:30 and 11.00 A.M.
financial field. The Kesten FelWorship Srvices
lowship of $2,500 is provided by
the CBS Foundation Inc. to a strident interested in advertising and
marketing. The James Thomas
1Chirurg Advertising Fellowship of
$1,500 is awarded annually to a
student interested in advertising.
The James Talcott Fund FellowCANTERBURY ASSOCIATION
ship is an award of $1,250 for a
Student Christian Cnter
student entering the field of fi9/ South Fifth Street
nance.
Holy Communion at 7.30 A M.
Applications for admission or
Evory Tuosdar
Office Haas, 9 A.M. to 10 F.M.
for scholarships and fellowships
Advisor on Campus
should be secured from the Admis- j
Mn, Roy E. Butcher
sions Board, Harvard Business I

TRI-C
"A Group with YOU in mind"
EVERY SUNDAY
9:10 A.M. Leadership Seminar

Spring Semester: Church History
2nd rod SAN ANTONIO

THE PINK BUILDING

"Looking for a friendly Church in San Jose?"

COLLEGE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Church of Christ - Christian Church
790 SOUTH 12th STREET

CY 2-7443

SUNDAY SERVICES - March 2
Culleg ag class at 9:45 Bibls School Hour is taught by David Ell:ott,
instructor in Speech Department at SJSC.
810. WOO Duplicate Morning Worship Services.
9:45 Bible School, classes for ell .get.
5:30 Discussion Groups for all ages.
630 Evening Service

Nursery Provided

HAROLD E. GALLAGHER, Minister

SAN JOSE
SANTA CLARA. 1’. ...APKET
, SUNNYVALE
TAAFFE ST. AT t..1c1t-t:LEY

-I

Campus Casuals for California living

time exposures
A SOUTH OF THE
BORDER LOOK IN A
NON-WRINKLE FABRIC

A. Straw hot . . . . I 98

B. Monks cloth
natural locket

. 698

C Stripe cap ri pants
in brown and
gold ..... . 8 98
C) Stripe sleeveless
598

STUDIOS
E. Monks cloth

NOW OPEN
Under New Management

GOOD FOR

$1.50
TOWARD 3 WALLET SIZE PHOTOGRAPHS
PRICED AT $3.50
Proofs Shown
53 S. SECOND STREET
Phone CYpress 2-2110

peasant skirt . . 8.98
F. sphi’ortwstring stripe
blouses,
sleeveless .
. . 5 98

G. Walking shorts

4.98

Sizes 8-16 in Harts,
Sportswear, Stree Floor

